










"It was pretty clear when I first met Jeff that he was guy I wanted to be around. Sure, it’s great that he is a kind and gentle Canadian, but mostly because I knew he had a long set of coattails I was 
looking to ride. Sometimes it’s hard to be around really smart people, but I don’t have to worry about that with Jeff. Seriously, Jeff is pretty impressive, and the guy can write. I knew the script was 
great, but it really hit home when we started casting and I got to see the words come off of the page.”  
 
“Making this film was like taking the lid off a crock pot and sticking your face into that juicy, slow-cooked meat. It has been a long time coming for me. My attention span is perfect for advertising. You 
dive in 150% and before you know it, the project is over. I have had the honor of collaborating with countless creative minds and still find every project invigorating. But, as I have honed my craft and 
maybe even matured a bit, the urge to create longer, narrative work has begun to boil. I hope that Social Mediation is the first step in this process.”   
 
"After almost 20 years on-set it was exciting to realize how little I knew. Making this film was an amazing, educational experience. I take a great deal of pride in my process, and preparation, but 
admittedly I underestimated the level of difficulty tracking what seems to be such a very simple film. The nuances of filming this much dialogue in one situation presented a unique set of 
challenges. Once again supported by my actors, my crew and an amazing editor, I am reminded that we are all only as good as the people around us.” 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“I think it was only the second day I knew Matt when he made fun of my sandals in a casting session in Uruguay – usually directors are uncommonly nice to the agency in the beginning – and I 
thought “Oh, I can trust this guy”. Trust him I have with my words ever since. Matt is an incredibly collaborative partner who always brings ideas to the table that make the work better. His attention to 
detail is exhausting and you could name a hurricane after his work ethic. When he told me he wanted to shoot this script I knew it was in good hands, and that my footwear was open to scrutiny.” 
 
“Writing this script was a long time coming for me. Not the story itself, but the notion of sitting down and digging into a longer narrative than advertising generally allows. It had been almost ten years 
since I’d written a script with more than 80 or 90 words in it. Once the idea took form the process was such a pleasure. Developing these characters, crafting their exchanges, the fact that it’s treating 
something so ridiculous with such a seriousness – alright that’s kind of like advertising, but otherwise – it was flexing all different writing muscles and I loved it. It’s exercise I’m forcing myself to stick 
with beyond Social Mediation.” 
 
“Someone very early in my advertising career said to me, “find the genuine people in this business and stick with them.” That person edited this movie and many others in the credits are those 
genuine people I’ve been fortunate enough to find and stick with. A big reason I wrote this film was to reenergize myself creatively and when I started to see the creativity and energy that everyone else 
brought to it I was truly inspired. Beyond reenergizing, it has been an incredibly rewarding experience.” 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Allegra Edwards is an actress based out of NYC. Her most recent TV credits include Friends From 
College, Orange is the New Black, The Mindy Project, New Girl, and Modern Family. She is also gearing up 
for her first series regular role on Amazon’s “Upload,” the newest comedy from creator Greg Daniels. Film 
credits include Sandy Wexler (Netflix), and the upcoming mockumentary feature The Social Ones, starring 
Stephanie March and Debra Jo Rupp.  



Mark Gessner is a working New York actor. Which was always the dream. Mark studied acting at 
Marymount Manhattan College, married a woman he doesn’t deserve, worked at 78% of the bars and 
restaurants below 14th Street, and now has credits from TV shows like the IFC/Netflix hockey comedy 
episodic ‘Benders’ and Denis Leary’s Sex&Drugs&Rock&Roll, as well as the New York staples like 
Law&Order: SVU and NBC’s The Blacklist. He has, as of this writing, no complaints at all.  



Charlie Pollock has starred both on Broadway and Off specializing, over the course of his career, in 
helping musicians such as David Bowie, John Mellencamp, Jimmy Buffett and Dolly Parton realize their 
theatrical visions.  He has also been seen on TV in shows like The Good Wife, The Good Fight and 
Elementary. 



Nadia Gan is a proud graduate of New York University, where she received a B.F.A. in Theatre. Her TV 
credits include a recurring role on “Mr Robot”, “Elementary,” "The Leftovers", "The Affair", "Law & Order: 
Special Victims Unit", "The Mysteries of Laura", “Taxi Brooklyn” and "Blue Bloods".  In spring of 2017 she 
booked a series regular role on the NBC pilot, “Shelter,” created by Warren Leight.










